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Greeks gather to honor sister’s fallen family
By JOSHUA PRINCE

THE PARTHENON
Last night the Greek community, Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life, Student Government
Association and students gathered at the Memorial
Student Center to honor the loss of Elisabeth Spencer’s parents and sister PJ.
Alpha Chi Omega has asked the Greek community
this week to wear red to show support of Elisabeth’s
family, her sister’s favorite color. Elisabeth is a sister
of the Alpha Chi Omega Sorority.
“It has been incredible to see the amount of Greek
unity and campus unity wearing red in support of
Elisabeth,” Alpha Chi Omega President Bethany
Burdette said. “When I heard and saw the hundreds
of people wearing red for Elisabeth I was amazed.
I’ve never been so proud enough to be a daughter of
Marshall and a sister of the Greek community.”
The Greek community and students gathered to release 400 red balloons to “Heaven for PJ,” she would
have turned 10-years-old yesterday. Three white balloons were tied together and released in honor of
Elisabeth’s mother, father and younger sister. Many
people made a donation to the Spencer Family and
received luminaries to personalize for the ceremony.
Ray Harrell Jr., student body president, feels that
it is important for all Marshall students to come together any time part of the Marshall family has a

tragedy and it is important that they reach out to the
Spencer Family and help them much as possible.
“This ceremony goes to show how strong our
university and Greek community is,” Megan Kelly
Greek advisor said. “It is extremely humbling to
see the number of people who came out to support
Elisabeth.”
Kelly and Lee Tabor, Greek advisor, both said the
Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life appreciate
and cannot thank the Fraternities and Sororities
enough for the all the support they have showed.
They said the ceremony was the perfect example
of how the Greek community is a family and is
something the community has above any organization on campus.
“As the Greek liaison it was so moving to see the
entire Greek community come together like the family we truly are,” said Victoria Perri. “We all share
the same bond being part of Greek life and that very
bond strengthens and brings us together when one
our own needs it most.”
All donations collected during the ceremony will go
to the Spencer Family Fund. Donations may also be
sent directly to “Spencer Family Fund,” Cornerstone
Bank, 150 E. Main St., Salem, W.Va. 26426. Checks
can be made payable to “The Spencer Family Fund.”
Joshua Prince can be contacted at prince37@marshall.edu.

ABOVE: Four hundred red ballons are released in honor of Elisabeth Spencer’s sister PJ
on Tuesday. PJ would have been 10-years-old on Monday.
LEFT: Jamie Williams, member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority, writes a message of
support for Elisabeth Spencer.
RIGHT: Personalized luminaries are on display during the memorial event honoring the
loss of Elizabeth Spencer’s parents and sister. Spencer is a Marshall University student
and member of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

Operation We Care honors first responders
By MARCUS CONSTANTINO

THE PARTHENON
Many Americans were affected both physically and
emotionally by the Sept. 11,
2001 terrorist attacks. Barboursville resident T-Anne See
has turned the mournful anniversary of the attacks into a
way to honor first responders
who risk their lives on the job
daily.
See started Operation We
Care in 2005. The annual drive,
sponsored by New Life Church

in Huntington, aims to thank
local fire, police and EMS detachments by giving them
cards, cookies or simply words
of encouragement.
“It was born from watching
the things on TV where they
started showing the clips nearing the anniversary,” See said.
“We honor the firefighters during that time, and then it seems
like everybody goes back to
normal and you kind of forget.
It’s just a good opportunity to
say thanks to them.”

T-Anne See,
representative of
New Life Church,
gives Jeremy
Kress, Huntington
firefighter, a
donation of baked
goods and cards
designed by local
elementary school
students Tuesday.

See said she remembers
watching video footage of firemen and EMS workers running
into the World Trade Center
towers moments before they
collapsed. More than 400 first
responders were killed, and approximately 2,000 were injured
while responding to the attacks
on the Twin Towers.
“We remember this, but we
have first responders who put
their lives on the line every

MARCUS CONSTANTINO
| THE PARTHENON
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FUN AND GAMES

Panhellenic Council
orientation kicks off
By JOSHUA PRINCE

Student Activities
gives students chance
to win cash, prizes

PHOTOS BY EVAN FOWLER | THE PARTHENON

TOP: Tiffany Brown concentrates as she prepares to bounce a
ping pong ball off the chair and into the red bucket.
LEFT: Tiffany Brown counts her winnings after exiting the
“Mega Bucks Cash Cube.”

THE PARTHENON
Student Activities, in conjunction with Affordable MEGA Entertainment Productions, is providing students with an opportunity to
win money.
Activities available for students today include a mega dartboard,
a nine-hole mega golf course and mega croquet.
One of yesterday’s games was a Mega Bucks Cash Cube, where
senior Tiffany Brown walked away with over $50.
AMEP brings select events to campus for student entertainment.
More events available for shows include a hypnotist, game shows,
a magician, a comedian, puppets, inflatable, a Time Test, and more.
Students may not be familiar with AMEP, but may recognize the
name of the company’s hypnotist, Jason Naegle, who will make his
fourth appearance through Student Activities on Oct. 4.
Events are free for students and will last from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today.

THE PARTHENON
Eighty-two female students packed the Don Morris
room in the Student Center
Monday night at 8 p.m.
Students interested in discovering what sorority life
was about were invited to the
Don Morris room by the Panhellenic Council.
Those
in
attendance
learned what it means to be
a sister of a sorority and the
requirements.
“I didn’t know many people at Marshall University
in the fall of 2009, then I decided to meet new people by
joining a sorority,” Jordyn
Rees, PHC Vice President,
said.
Rees said joining a sorority has helped her to be more
successful and better involved on campus and in the
Huntington community.
Sorority recruitment is a
process through which chapters collectively recruit new
members.
All chapters offer interested
students the opportunity to
meet the members to understand the dynamics of
sorority life.
Sorority involvement at
Marshall fosters personal
advancement through leadership, scholarship, service
to others, sisterhood, character, and passion. These
values are called the “Pillars of the Panhellenic
Council.”
According to the PHC, the
six pillars lead to the creation of strong, driven, and

influential women.
There are four PHC sororities on campus: Alpha Chi
Omega, Delta Zeta, Alpha
Xi Delta, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
Each of the sororities requires a minimum grade
point average that is different for each chapter.
New member dues for the
first semester are more expensive, but become cheaper
after the first semester.
PHC will host open house
at the student center Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
From 2 p.m. at 6 p.m. Monday there will be a meet and
greet for students in the Memorial Student Center.
Recruitment parties will
be Sept. 17-27 from 7:30 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m. and also 8:45
p.m. to 9:45 p.m.
Recruitment parties will
be hosted at the sorority
houses and suite of Alpha
Chi Omega.
Students can expect a casual setting with themed
events such as games, crafts,
and refreshments.
Students will have to attend open house and at least
three parties.
PHC does not require
women participating in the
recruitment to dress a certain way, and recommends
those wishing to attend
chose outfits that make them
feel comfortable and allow
them to maintain a presentable appearance.
Joshua Prince can be
contacted at prince37@marshall.edu.

SEAN DELANCEY | THE PARTHENON

Marshall’s SGA approves a partial budget for the 2012-2013 academic
year. This makes the fourth time this year the SGA has met.

SGA passes partial budget
By SEAN DELANCEY

THE PARTHENON
Marshall
University
Student Body President Raymond Harrell Jr. withdrew
the budget proposal after
members of the student
government expressed concerns about where funding
was actually being used at a
meeting yesterday.
Harrell then resubmitted a
partial budget, which passed
the Senate with a unanimous
vote.
The budget was broken
down into three sections.
The first section focused on
the salaries paid to executive
officers of the Student Government Association, the
second concerned the money
to be allocated to student organizations, and the third
was a slush fund to take care
of the SGA’s operational
expenses.
There were no pay raises
for the SGA executives, but
the student organization

budget increased $5,000
from the spring semester to
a total of $25,000 available in
the fall semester.
Senators
passed
the
salary and student organization sections of the
budget, but wanted a better
breakdown of where the remaining $29,000 of the just
over $75,000 budget would be
spent over the fall semester.
“The Senate is trying to be
diligent, and that means getting more specific numbers
from the president,” Cheryl
Brown, associate professor
of political science and advisor for the SGA, said.
Harrell said that the SGA’s
operational budget in areas such as food and travel
expenses vary wildly from
semester to semester, and
a large consolidated operational budget was necessary
to get their job done around
campus.

See SGA | Page 5

Obama leads 9/11 memorial at Arlington
By MICHAEL DOYLE

PHOTOS BY MCT DIRECT

TOP: President Barack Obama speaks to a crowd
at the Pentagon as he commemorates the 11th
anniversary of the 9/11 attacks during a ceremony
Tuesday in Arlinton, Virginia.
LEFT: Navy Lt. Cmdr. Otis Vincent Tolbert’s
gravesite at Arlington Cemetary in Washington,
D.C., is shown Tuesday. Tolbert was killed when
terrorists flew American Airlines Flight 77 into the
western face of the Pentagon.

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS VIA MCT
ARLINGTON, Va. - There is a
weighty silence, the kind that drapes
the shoulders, at the gravesite of
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Otis Vincent Tolbert.
Time remains frozen. On this anniversary there is a blue sky above, as
unblemished as it was 11 years ago.
That day, Tolbert showed up for
work at the Pentagon, a naval intelligence officer born and raised in
California’s San Joaquin Valley.
He was a week away from his 39th
birthday, a big guy who once played
football for Fresno State. His wife,
Shari, whom he met while working at
a Fresno movie theater, was at home
tending their three children.
About 9:37 a.m., EDT, Tolbert was
killed when terrorists flew American
Airlines Flight 77 into the western
face of the Pentagon. The blast and
fire blew away the triple-locked doors
meant to keep the intelligence staff

page designed and edited by JOHN GIBB | gibb@marshall.edu

secure. He was one of 125 Pentagon
personnel to die that morning, along
with all 59 people aboard the airplane. The hijackers lost their lives
as well, but that was part of their job
description.
The toll of the passenger jet turned
suicide missile included an Army
lieutenant general and a Navy rear
admiral, a 69-year-old retired Army
master sergeant, and a couple of
21-year-old sailors.
Among the victims aboard the disintegrated aircraft were two sisters
from suburban Maryland, one 8, the
other just 3.
“It was a day like this one; a clear
blue sky, but a sky that would soon
be filled with clouds of smoke and
prayers of a nation shaken to its
core,” President Barack Obama
recalled at a Pentagon memorial
service.

See MEMORIAL | Page 5
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2012-2013 Marshall Women’s Basketball
Schedule

Date		
Nov. 1
Nov. 4
Nov. 9
Nov. 12
Nov. 17
Nov. 23
Nov. 25
Nov. 30
Dec. 1
Dec. 4
Dec. 8
Dec. 15
Dec. 20
Dec. 22
Dec. 30
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 17
Jan. 20
Jan. 27
Jan. 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 14
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
Feb. 24
Feb. 28
March 3
March 7
March 13-16

Opponent			
Concord (Exh.)		
Kentucky State (Exh.)
Radford			
at Indiana St.		
Ball State			
vs. Southern			
vs. Marquette		
vs. Jackson St.		
vs. Presbyterian		
vs. West Virginia #		
vs. Southern Illinois
Ohio				
Furman			
Tennesse Tech		
at Navy			
at Southern Miss*		
Tulane*			
at Tulsa*			
Houston*			
UAB*				
at East Carolina*		
Memphis*			
at Central Florida*		
at SMU*			
UTEP*			
at UAB*			
East Carolina*		
at Rice*			
Southern Miss*		
Central Florida*		
Memphis*			
C-USA Championships

All Times Eastern
* Conference USA game
# at Charleston Civic Center

Location			
Huntington		
Huntington		
Huntington		
Terre Haute, IN		
Huntington		
College Station, TX
College Station, TX
Richmond, KY		
Richmond, KY		
Charleston			
Carbondale, IL		
Huntington		
Huntington		
Huntington		
Annapolis, MD		
Hattiesburg, MS		
Huntington		
Tulsa, OK			
Huntington		
Huntington		
Greenville, NC		
Huntington		
Orlando, FL		
Dallas			
Huntington		
Birmingham, AL		
Huntington		
Houston			
Huntington		
Huntington		
Memphis, TN		
Tulsa, Okla.		

Time
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
1PM
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Withrow sits atop Marshall’s
record books for career shutouts
THE PARTHENON
Senior Daniel Withrow is the starting
goalkeeper for Marshall University men’s
soccer team. Withrow has started and
played in every game this season.
A standout win for Withrow was the
team’s fourth game against Liberty University. Withrow did not allow a goal, and
in doing so he climbed up the record books.
Withrow has not allowed a goal in four
games this season and after the win against
Liberty he extended his current shutout
streak to four games. The senior goalkeeper
set Marshall’s all-time career shutout
record with his 16th against Liberty. Withrow passed former Herd goalkeeper, Taly
Goode’s 15.
“We’re looking forward to how we will react if we do give up a goal. We may actually
feel better because there is a lot of pressure
on us knowing that we are off to this great
start,” said Withrow.
If and when an opposing team does score
a goal on the Herd, Withrow said the team
is prepared to handle it.

“We have enough character on the team
that we can quickly rebound from a goal
scored on us,” Withrow said.
The Herd is off to a good start to the season with a record of 4-0-1.
“We are an older team this year, we have gotten off to a far better start than last year and
our confidence is at an all time high, which is
helping us win these games,” Withrow said.
The 6-foot-1 senior goalkeeper said he
has some goals that he would like to accomplish during his last year as a member of
the team.
“I want to go out on top, we’ve come close
to a conference championship, and since
this is my last year at Marshall I want to go
out as a champion,” Withrow said. “Anything less than a conference championship
will be a disappointment. “Our goal is to
make it to the NCAA tournament this year
and I don’t see any reason why that cannot
be accomplished.
The Herd looks to improve their record
to 5-0-1 against UNC Asheville in Radford,
VA Friday.

Herd volleyball defeats EKU in three sets
Junior outside hitter
Laura Der and
freshman middle
b l o c ke r / o u t s i d e
hitter Lauren Legge
block an attempted
kill by Eastern
Kentucky in Tuesday
nights win. Der and
Legge each recorded
two blocks against
the Colonels.
TYLER KES |THE
PARTHENON

THE PARTHENON
Marshall volleyball improved to 8-4 on the season
with a three set sweep
(25-14, 25-19, 25-15) on
Tuesday against Eastern
Kentucky. The team remains

page designed and edited by JEREMY JOHNSON | johnson783@marshall.edu
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undefeated at home.
Junior Laura Der led the
Thundering Herd charge
with 19 kills while only committing three errors. The
team as a whole committed
a mere 11 errors.

Katy Schad recorded 11
kills and 11 digs to give
the senior outside hitter
five double-doubles on the
season. Thundering Herd
setter Sammie Bane tallied
37 assists and 11 digs.
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ABOUT US

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.

STAFF

SHANE ARRINGTON
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

arrington16@marshall.edu

EDEN ADKINS

MARCUS CONSTANTINO

adkins778@marshall.edu

constantino2@marshall.edu

MANAGING EDITOR

JOHN GIBB

NEWS EDITOR

gibb@marshall.edu

JEREMY JOHNSON

SPORTS EDITOR

johnson783@marshall.edu

NIKKI DOTSON

LIFE! EDITOR

dotson76@marshall.edu

ADAM ROGERS

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

rogers11@marshall.edu

n Yes
n No
n Undecided

TYLER KES

The following are the results from the most recent poll
question: Do you plan to upgrade to the iPhone 5 after its
release on Sept. 15?
n Yes
n No
n Undecided

13% - 3 votes
78% - 18 votes
9% - 2 votes

Visit marshallparthenon.com to share your opinion.

DIGITAL EDITOR
kes@marshall.edu

ASHLEIGH HILL
COPY EDITOR

hill281@marshall.edu

RACHEL FORD

ASSIGNMENT EDITOR
ford80@marshall.edu

SANDY YORK

FACULTY ADVISER

sandy.york@marshall.edu

109 Communications Bldg.
Marshall University
One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755
parthenon@marshall.edu

THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

Do you think that the Republican
and Democratic National
Conventions are a waste of
money?

PHOTO EDITOR

CONTACT US

Column

ONLINE POLLS

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Column

Greek life is good

EDITORIAL

Coal keeps the lights on - for now
Somewhere in the Tri-State there is a Toyota Prius with a
“Friends of Coal” license plate – confused much?
Or perhaps not.
There is an epic battle waging in this country, and in West
Virginia particularly, over the future of our energy sources.
Coal companies, miners and their families lash out at President Obama and the Environmental Protection Agency over
the supposed attack on their industry.
The sad thing is everyone is so busy pointing fingers and
spewing out hate that they are forgetting the real victims in
all this, the mountains.
Before you go up in arms and start throwing out “hippy,”
“liberal” or “dirty tree hugger” like it is a bad thing, think
about this – do you not see how ironic it is the Mountain State
makes it a habit to blow the tops off the mountains? At this
rate, West Virginia will eventually be referred to as the Plateau State.
Back to the original topic – coal.
Fossil fuels are currently a necessity, but anyone who

doesn’t see moving away from them to cleaner, more environmentally friendly energy sources needs to get their heads
out of the coal dust.
But, but, but … the jobs you say!
Yes, jobs are important. No one will disagree with that. Just
remember, if the planet becomes uninhabitable then nothing
really matters. You can’t have a job if you are dead.
But that is, hopefully, far into the future and it is easy to not
give it the focus it deserves because of that. So let us focus on
something in the present and really close to home.
Blowing up mountains means the coal is extracted faster,
which means jobs are over faster, which could impact money
going in miner’s pockets.
So shouldn’t miners and their families actually want to
make mountaintop removal illegal? Shouldn’t they work with
the EPA to make mining conditions safer?
How does this not make sense?
Ignorance is not bliss. Ignorance will make you jobless or
dead.

By JACK STONESIFER

GUEST COLUMNIST
At the beginning of your freshman year, almost everything you know about Greek life is incorrect.
When walking into Marshall University for the first
time, I believed “fraternity” was another name for an
all-day drinking club and sororities bought their friends
with daddy’s credit card. Eventually, my sophomore year,
I joined a fraternity and since then, my eyes have been
opened to how they, as an organization, are multi-faceted
and should not take the bad reputation many people give
them because of previous perceptions of Greeks through
movies. Through this article I hope to highlight some previously unknown facts to anyone interested in joining a
fraternity or sorority and perhaps try to convince one or
two readers to consider joining the Greek community at
Marshall.
Each fraternity and sorority does an incredible amount
of community service on and off campus each year. Okay
this is cheating, most people can guess this because of all
the Facebook posts and obnoxious t-shirts they are always
wearing. Last year, over $60,000 was donated to charities
by the Marshall Greek system and Greeks devoted 4,500
hours of their personal time to help the disadvantaged. If
you’re looking at becoming Greek, be prepared to spend
time every other week helping others. The sorority Alpha
Chi Omega adopted a road while the fraternity Pi Kappa
Phi bike for twenty-four hours to raise awareness of people with disabilities. In fact, nationally Greeks donate over
$7 million to charity each year.
All greek letter organizations are founded on certain
principles or for a specific purpose. Alpha Tau Omega
was created to heal the wounds after the Civil War but has
now become known as America’s Leadership Development Fraternity. Every organization has a strong purpose
for their founding, otherwise they wouldn’t be here today.
The founders of Alpha Xi Delta were unified by a vision of
a sorority that would help the personal growth of women.
The ladies here have stuck to their founding ideals of sisterhood, leadership, knowledge and service. Because of
that, they have been able to remain strong at Marshall
since 1922.
Much of people’s ideas of Greek life come from movies. I hate to break it to you, but they are not factual.
Unlike what you may have seen in Animal House and Legally Blonde, Greeks as a whole earn pretty good grades
in some of the toughest majors. The overall Greek GPA
this past semester was 2.86. The overall student body GPA
was 2.76. Just like Marshall, national statistics show the
average Greek GPA is over the national average of nonaffiliated students. They are able to routinely outperform
other students for a few reasons. Greeks have a house full
of members who have already taken the same class and
are able to help them study, not to mention the required
study hours that they must fulfill. All greek letter organizations have mandatory study hours for their members. It
can range from five to twenty hours per week.
Almost everything you learned in the movies is wrong.
Greek organizations work hard to help their communities,
have reasons other than drinking to be around and are
not “Bluto-like” characters with 0.0 grade point averages.
They represent some of the most hard-working men and
women at Marshall, and they would love to see you take
an interest in learning more about their organizations and
perhaps joining them.

Column

Economic climate remains adverse
By JONATHAN PEDDE

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE VIA UWIRE
Last month, the national
unemployment rate fell to
8.1 percent. Given that the
unemployment rate peaked
at 10 percent in October
2009, the economy must have
improved significantly over
the last three years, right?
Actually, no. In many ways,
the economy has barely improved, if at all. Put simply,
the economy sucks.
Looking at the unemployment rate in isolation can
be misleading. Over the
last four years, many unemployed workers have grown
discouraged and simply
stopped looking for work.
These people are no longer
counted as part of the labor
force or as “unemployed.”
In January 2008, the Congressional Budget Office
estimated that there would
be 5 to 6 million more individuals in the labor force
today than is actually the
case. If we calculate a “true”
unemployment rate that includes these discouraged
job-seekers, the unemployment rate surpassed 11
percent in fall 2009 and has
remained between 11 and
12 percent ever since. Thus,
contrary to what the official
unemployment rate seems

to indicate, the job market
has not substantially improved over the last three
years.
Alternatively, consider the
percentage of working-age
Americans who are actually
working. The employmentto-population ratio fell from
62.7 percent when the recession started in December
2007 to 59.4 percent when
the recession ended in June
2009. It is now 58.3 percent.
In other words, the economy
hasn’t even been creating
enough jobs to keep up with
population growth, let alone
enough jobs to start reducing unemployment in any
meaningful way.
But unemployment is not
the only harm caused by
the economic malaise —
the crisis has also reduced
American’s incomes. From
1965 to 2007, the United
States’ real gross domestic
product grew at an average
rate of 3 percent per year. After every recession since the
end of World War II, GDP
grew faster than the previous
trend rates, as GDP converged to its previous trend.
However, since the end of the
most recent recession, GDP
growth has averaged only 2.4
percent per year. Thus, the
average Americans’ income
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is now about 14.5 percent
lower than it would be if
GDP had converged with its
previous trend over the last
three years.
When confronted with
these facts, many people will
attempt to excuse this abysmal economic performance
in one of two ways. First, the
recession was deeper than
was initially believed in early
2009; second, the recession
was due to a financial crisis.
However, neither of these
facts implies that we should
expect such a disappointing recovery. Over the last
two centuries, the American economic record has
been quite consistent — the
deeper the recession, the
faster the recovery. Since
GDP dropped during the
recession by more than
was initially estimated, we
should be seeing faster than
expected economic growth
now, not slower. Likewise,
recent economic research
seems to indicate that,
while recessions after financial crises have usually been
deeper than average, the recoveries have also usually
been quicker than average.
In other words, even though
the most recent recession
was preceded by a financial
crisis, one could still have

reasonably expected in early
2009 that a deeper-thanusual recession would then
be followed by faster-thanusual economic growth
during the recovery. In
fact, the Great Depression
and the current economic
malaise are the two major
exceptions to this “deeper
recession, faster recovery”
rule of thumb. As a result,
some economists have hypothesized that sclerotic
recoveries are not caused by
financial crises per se, but
rather by bad government
policies that have been adopted in the wake of certain
financial crises.
Regardless, the simple fact
is that the economy sucks,
and this is really bad news
for students like you and me
who will be looking for a job
either this year or sometime
over the next couple of years.
If you, like me, do not wish to
become a newly unemployed
college graduate any time
soon, then you will likely
have to spend more time and
effort looking for a job than
would have been the case
even five or six years ago.
So, don’t let an OK-looking
unemployment rate fool you.
Unless something changes
soon, the economy will still
suck by the time I graduate.
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W. Va. Supreme Court to visit Marshall University
By SEAN DELANCEY

THE PARTHENON
The West Virginia Supreme
Court is visiting Marshall
University’s campus Sept.
18 as a part of Constitution
Week celebrations.
The Supreme Court’s session begins at 10 a.m. in the
Joan C. Edwards Performing
Arts Center.
The day’s docket includes
appeals over issues such as
a requirement that a dog be
euthanized and an appeal

over a first-degree murder
charge.
Alan Gould, Constitution
Week Sponsor and Director
of the John Deaver Drinko
Academy, said he would like
to see people attend the event.
“It is a very interesting
docket. We invite all students, faculty and members
of the community to join us
as the court hears and rules
on these noteworthy appeals,” Gould said.
A reception will follow

the session in the Joan C.
Edwards Performing Arts
Center lobby.
Hors d’oeuvres and pizza
will be served to guests at
the reception.
This is the fifth time that the
West Virginia Supreme Court
has visited Marshall’s campus in the past eight years.
Constitution Week began
as an initiative by former
Sen. Robert C. Byrd in 2004.
It was intended to draw attention to the Constitution’s

importance in American
government.
There are several other
events included in Constitution Week this year.
A Quoits tournament began yesterday and will end
Monday.
On Friday the winning
Quoits team will challenge
Marshall University President Stephen J. Kopp at 11:30
a.m.
The winner of the Judge
Dan O’Hanlon Constitution

Continued from Page 2

SGA

Continued from Page 2
Dean of Students Steve
Hensley said that any Senator could request a print-out
of the SGA’s operational
costs from his office, and
they would know, down to
the penny, where the money
was being spent.

We Care

Continued from Page 1
day,” See said. “It’s just a
perfect time, because of the
tragedies, to say thank you to
our first responders.”
See has watched the annual program grow with the
help of other members of the
church. She said in the past,
they have filled a church van
full of donated items.
See recalled one year when
Operation We Care received
an influx of donations of
dog treats from elementary
students.
“One year, we had a ton
of dog treats because once
they heard there were service dogs, that’s where all
their little brains went,” See
laughed. “And they wanted
to be a blessing to the dogs,
so we had all kinds of dog
treats that we gave to the
sheriff ’s department for
their drug unit and cadaver
dogs.”
Mary Hayden, See’s friend
and member of New Life
Church, joined See Tuesday
as they drove around the
area dropping off donated
food and items to fire, police and EMS stations. Their

The Robert C. Byrd Forum on Civic Responsibility
rounds out the week’s events.
This will take place on Sept.
27 at 12:30 p.m. in the Francis-Booth
Experimental
Theater.
Detailed information on
the docket can be found
at
www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/calendar/2012/
dockets/sept-18-12ad.html.
Sean DeLancey can be
contacted at delancey2@
live.marshall.edu.

Obama, Romney
tied on economy
in newest polls

Memorial

Afterward,
the
president and first lady Michelle
Obama made an unscheduled stop at Arlington
National Cemetery, where
they walked to a collective
memorial for those who died
in an Oct. 26, 2009, helicopter
crash in Afghanistan. At the
memorial, as well as at several individual gravesites,
Obama placed challenge
coins, military medallions
handed out for merit and
motivation.
Others,
identities
unknown, already had placed
small stones on some of
the grave markers for the
Pentagon’s 9/11 victims. A
flat, oblong, earthen-colored stone with a tiny crack
sat atop Tolbert’s. Other
gravesites had more. All
of the 9/11 plots had small
American flags planted next
to modest red, white and
blue bouquets, each one
small enough to fit into the
palm of a hand.
Some of the 9/11 remains
are now mingled beneath a
five-sided memorial in Section 64 of the cemetery, a
15-minute walk from the visitors center. The memorial
lists the victims’ names in alphabetical order and stands
about 4 { feet high, near the
individual 9/11 gravesites.
Tolbert’s marker is about 25
yards away.
“We pray,” Army Lt. Col.
Tom Helms said Tuesday
morning, “that we may

Week and John Marshall
Celebration Essay Competition will be announced in the
John Marshall Dining Room
On Sept. 26 at 7 p.m.
Guest speaker Thomas E.
Mann, author of New York
Times Bestseller, “It’s Even
Worse than It Looks: How
The American Constitutional
System Collided with the New
Politics of Extremism”, will
conduct the first in a series of
five Amicus Curiae lectures at
the Marshall Foundation Hall.

By DAVID LAUTER

OLIVIER DOULIERY/ABACA PRESS/MCT

President Barack Obama with first lady Michelle Obama and Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta, right,
commemorate the 11th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks with a wreath laying ceremony at the Pentagon on
Tuesday in Arlington, Virginia.
remember their sacrifice.”
Helms is the senior chaplain at Arlington National
Cemetery. He wears jump
wings and an 82nd Airborne
Division patch. He has gray
hair, a trim build and a soothing manner. He can’t dwell
too much on looking back;
today’s funerals keep coming.
“I spend a lot of time over in
Section 60,” Helms said. “It’s
where we bury a lot of our Iraq
and Afghanistan guys.”
While Obama was still

participating in the more
choreographed
Pentagon
service, Helms was leading
a very small remembrance
at what’s formally called the
Victims of Terrorist Attack
on the Pentagon. Two other
Army officers were with him,
along with a gray-haired
woman of dignified air.
She was one of the Arlington Ladies, a volunteer who
ensures that no cemetery
service goes unattended.
Three civilians and a

reporter stood with the officers and the volunteer. As
9:37 approached, Helms offered a Christian prayer,
then asked for silence. In
the distance, some sporadic
muffled booms concussed
the air. No one spoke. There
was quiet time to read banners stretched across several
wreaths placed on stands
around the memorial.
“Remembering the Naval
Intelligence Heroes,” one
said.

The issue was a matter
of visibility for Sen. Ryan
Jackson, who said that the
convenience of the Executive
Office shouldn’t excuse the
lack of information provided
to the senate.
“It’s more efficient for
them not to come to us, but
there’s nothing efficient
about government,” said

Jackson on the Senate floor.
Harrell will now return
to work making the budget
more visible for his Senate.
Student organizations and
SGA staff will be unaffected
by the delay, and Harrell said
he doesn’t expect any delays
in SGA operations either.
“Since it’s only a week,
it
shouldn’t
hurt
any

operations,” said Harrell.
Harrell will resubmit the
section of the bill at a meeting on Sept. 18 with changes
made to categorize operational costs and make the
budget more visible to the
Senators.
Sean DeLancey can be
contacted at delancey2@
live.marshall.edu.

first stop was at the University Station detachment of
the Huntington Fire Department, located at the corner
of Sixth Avenue and 20th
Street.
Hayden handed over two
cake pans of homemade
treats to firefighter Jeremy
Kress, while See presented
him a stack of thank-you
cards from three area elementary
schools
who
participated in Operation
We Care.
“It feels good just because
I know from over the years
doing it, when they (first responders) have some time to
sit there and open the cards,
and you can see they feel
great that someone remembered them,” See said. “You
know, the cards are priceless.
We all like to feel appreciated, so it’s a good feeling.
“They just grin ear to ear
when they get those,” See
said.
See hopes the project can
grow in the coming years.
She said WVHU-FM partnered with New Life Church
to accept donations this year.
She also happily reported
that one of her friends
and her child took it upon

themselves to deliver brownies to the fire department in
Proctorville, Ohio.
“It’s starting to do what
I want it to do, not just for
me to be the one to be going
around, but for other people
to get involved,” See said.
See, who is also chairwoman of
the Cabell
County Republican Executive Committee, has spoken
with lawmakers about the
possibility
of
designating September 11 as “First
Responders Day” in West
Virginia.
The program has grown
close to her heart since she
founded it seven years ago.
She hopes its reach can eventually extend statewide and
beyond.
“Certain things drop into
your heart, and that was one
for me,” See said. “And that’s
kind of made it my mission.
I just think we shouldn’t
forget.”
Neither See nor members
of her immediate family have ever been a first
responder. She said her
inspiration comes from
watching footage of the
Sept. 11 attacks and from
putting together memorial

services at New Life
Church.
She added that although
giving back to area first responders makes her feel
good, she doesn’t want the
attention to go to her.
“They are the ones that
deserve the attention today,” See said, glancing
over at the University Station of the Huntington Fire
Department.
“I really enjoy doing it,”
See said of the program.
“That day affected all of us,
and it has a special place in
my heart. As long as I’m able
to, I’ll be delivering things to
our first responders.”
See hopes that more people can participate in the
program next year. She said
participation is as simple
as dropping by a local fire
or EMS station, and saying “Thank you” to a first
responder.
“Just drop in and take a
card,” See said. “It’s simple.
You don’t have to even bake
anything. Just say thanks. I
think it’s a great opportunity
to do that.”
Marcus Constantino can
be contacted at constantino2@marshall.edu.
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TRIBUNE WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
WASHINGTON - A raft of
new polls, all reporting fairly
similar numbers, underscores two critical facts about
where the presidential race
stands: President Barack
Obama has emerged from
the back-to-back conventions
having erased the edge that
Republican challenger Mitt
Romney had enjoyed on the
economy and holds a small,
but consistent, lead.
The Gallup, ABC/Washington Post, CNN/ORC and
Rasmussen surveys showed
Obama with between 48
percent and 52 percent of
the vote in a hypothetical
matchup with Romney. The
Republican’s strength varied between 44 percent and
48 percent. Obama appears
to have gained about three
percentage points after the
Democratic convention, while
Romney gained little, if any,
ground after his convention.
Some years, a candidate’s
support rises in polls after his convention but then
fades. In other years, however, the increase becomes
a lasting part of the race. A
three-point gain would put
Obama in about the same
position as George W. Bush
in the 2004 campaign. In Gallup’s surveys, Bush gained
two points after his 2004 convention, took a small lead

over the Democratic nominee, Massachusetts Sen.
John F. Kerry, and held it for
the rest of the fall campaign.
Through most of the
year, Romney has enjoyed a
significant edge as the candidate voters think would be
better at handling the economy. Romney’s campaign
has been pretty much built
on the assumption that voters will view him that way.
In these post-convention
surveys, however, that edge
has disappeared. In the ABC/
Washington Post poll, Obama
now leads on that question,
with 47 percent of registered
voters saying he would be
better, compared with 45 percent siding with Romney. In
the CNN/ORC survey Obama
held a one-point lead on that
question.
A tie on the question of
economic stewardship would
be an important advantage
for Obama because he leads
on most other questions testing candidate attributes. Polls
consistently have shown that
voters rate him more highly
than Romney on handling
foreign affairs, for example.
Similarly, he leads when voters are asked questions about
empathy. In the ABC/Washington Post survey, for example,
Obama held a 10-point edge
on the question of which candidate “better understands
the economic problems people in this country are having.”
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Tommy Warf and John Farley both have work showcased at the Culture Center at the State Capitol Complex
in Charleston.

State Capitol exhibit
to feature MU artists

By SARAH SMITH

THE PARTHENON
Two Marshall University
artists have been chosen
to exhibit work in the “Inspired: A West Virginia
Series of Juried Exhibitions”
at the Culture Center at the
State Capitol Complex in
Charleston.
John Farley, director of
Birke Art Gallery and Gallery 842, and Tommy Warf,
ceramics graduate and current graduate student, were
invited to display work in
this exhibition.
The “Inspired” series was
designed to celebrate the
state of West Virginia.
“It’s an honor to be given

the opportunity to display
additional works at the Culture Center as part of the
‘Inspired’ series,” Farley
said. “For myself, and the
other artists as well, it is a
chance to view our winning
works in a broader context
and give the public a more
complete sense of what motivates us as artists.”
Warf said he feels honored
as well.
“It is very flattering to have
our work shown with the
best of the best artists from
our state,” Warf said. “In the
past two years the best artists in the state have been
showcased in the “Inspired”
series. Having my work

shown alongside these other
artists is very humbling.”
Warf said he often sees
himself as a student of the
arts instead of an artist.
“It is moments like this
that make me feel as though
I am a true artist and not
just the lucky student.”
This exhibit features artwork from 13 award winners
from a previous exhibition
at the Birke Art Gallery.
The exhibition opened
Monday and will run
through Feb. 10. The gallery is free and open to the
public.
Sarah Smith can be contacted
at
smith1682@
marshall.edu.

Planetarium under constuction at Marshall
By ELIZABETH STEWART

THE PARTHENON
An astronomy professor at
Marshall University is working
on building a planetarium here
on campus.
Jon Saken, professor of astronomy, said he hopes to show
students the stars.
“We want to use this planetarium to help our astronomy
students better comprehend
how the sky moves in a three dimensional space,” Saken said.
The planetarium, which is
currently under construction, is
expected to be completed sometime this fall. Saken has already
procured a fish eye lens that he
and his students have manipulated to point up to recreate the
curve of the sky in the dome.
Saken will use the lens along
with a standard projector unit
to display the night sky as it actually appears.
“Using the software program
Stellarium, we will be able to
view the night sky as it appears
in any part of the world and at
any point in history,” Saken said.
Stellarium is a free software
program that is available for
anyone to download and can be
viewed on any computer.
As well as showing the stars,
the software also outlines constellations, planets, satellites
and the path the sky follows
along with the rotation of the
Earth.
The planetarium dome will
be about 15 feet when blown
up and will be made out of old
parachutes and tent poles.
“The parachutes must be
hand sewn and it is a very

ELIZABETH STWEART | THE PARTHENON

John Saken, astronomy professor, is bringing the stars to MU students
with the building of a planetarium on campus.
delicate process, so I need a very
good seamstress or I need to get
better myself,” Saken said.
When the planetarium is fully
constructed, it will be able to fit
an average class size of about
20 to 25 students beneath the
dome.
Along with Marshall astronomy classes, there are plans to
bring in local school groups to
view the night sky.
“We want to use this to help

students understand how the
sky really moves and generate
excitement for the field of astronomy,” Saken said.
While the location is still to be
determined, there will be open
viewing times for Marshall students to gaze at the stars in a
whole new way once the planetarium is completed.
Elizabeth Stewart can be
contacted at stewart52@
marshall.edu.
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